Barkhausen pulses caused by domain merging in congruent lithium niobate
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The Barkhausen effect discovered in ferromagnets in 1919 represents a sequence of the magnetization jumps resulting in the noise-like signal (Barkhausen noise) obtained during continuous magnetization or demagnetization and caused by the rapid changes of the domain sizes. The analysis of the Barkhausen noise has emerged as a valuable technique for studying the dynamics of domain formation and domain wall motion in ferromagnets.

The similar effect representing the appearance of the Barkhausen pulses (BPs) in ferroelectrics was discovered in Rochelle salt and was later studied in potassium dihydrogen phosphate, barium titanate, lithium niobate, gadolinium molybdate, and lithium tantalate crystals. BPs manifest themselves as the sharp peaks in the switching current during the application of a constant or slow-varying external electric field. The analysis methods of the BPs in ferroelectrics can be divided into two groups: statistical methods and the analysis of the shape of the individual BP.

Later, it was shown that the Barkhausen noise represented an example of the self-organized criticality and could be analyzed in terms of avalanche statistics in both ferromagnets and ferroelectrics. This universal approach makes it possible to characterize, by critical exponents, the behavior of a broad range of natural phenomena, such as earthquakes, plastic deformations, vortex in superconductors, magnetic skyrmions, stars dimming, and even fluctuations in the financial markets. The detailed analysis of the discrete events allows revealing the universality class underlying the particular physical system.

Initially, two mechanisms of BPs in ferroelectrics were proposed: (1) domain nucleation and fast forward growth and (2) interaction of the domain walls with the pinning centers. Later, it was discovered by R. C. Miller that BPs in barium titanate crystals might occur when two growing domains came together. Through the direct observation of the domain structure and recording the switching current, the correlation of the BPs with the domain merging events and the shape transformations of the 90° wedge domains were revealed.

The analysis methods of the BPs in ferroelectrics can be divided into two groups: statistical methods and the analysis of the shape of the individual BP. The statistical methods based on the analysis of counting rate, duration, amplitude, and energy distribution functions of the BPs are more widespread due to their relative experimental...
simplicity (recording the switching current or acoustic emission is required only) and universality (see Ref. 21 for the comprehensive review). They allow characterizing a system in terms of the Hurst exponent, the Omori exponent, and the universality class.

The analysis of shapes of the individual BPs is a far more complicated task from the experimental point of view as it requires additional in situ optical imaging of the domain structure kinetics with high temporal and spatial resolutions. The analysis of the BPs simultaneously recorded with the in situ domain imaging in congruent lithium niobate (LiNbO₃, CLN) allowed revealing the direct correlation of the BP with the given domain merging event. However, the temporal resolution of the used imaging system (15 Hz) did not allow studying the fast domain kinetics. The recent studies of potassium titanyl phosphate (KTiOPO₄, KTP) with a much higher temporal resolution (4 kHz) revealed the formation and motion of the superfast domain walls after the domain merging and provided the wall velocity value by fitting of the corresponding BP.

In this work, we have characterized, in detail, the domain merging process in CLN crystals by the analysis of the BP shapes. The periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) crystals with tailored precise stripe domain structures are widely used for various nonlinear optical applications. The uniaxial ferroelectric CLN crystals possess a simple domain structure, high crystal quality, and well-developed domain imaging techniques. The periodical poling is usually realized by the spatially nonuniform electric field produced by the stripe electrodes. However, broadening and merging of the growing domains outside the electrodes did not allow creating the submicrometer scale periods necessary for the realization of the new types of nonlinear optical interactions. The control of the domain merging by the analysis of the BPs opens the way for further development of the periodical poling. It is important that the proposed analysis is applicable for the faceted growth of the polygonal domains in any ferroelectric.

The studied samples represented the 0.5-mm-thick plates of CLN single crystals (Gooch & Housego, USA) cut perpendicular to the polar axis (Z-cut). The field application was realized using the 2-mm-in-diameter liquid (saturated aqueous solution of LiCl) electrodes (see the supplementary material for details of the experimental setup). The rectangular field pulses with the amplitude (E) from 20.7 to 22.4 kV/mm were used for the polarization reversal. The in situ imaging of the domain kinetics was realized using a high-speed CMOS camera Photron Mini UX100 (Photron, Japan) with a frame rate of 5000 Hz.

The stack of the instantaneous domain pattern images obtained during the polarization reversal was digitally processed to enhance the domain wall contrast and overlapped into the single “kinetic map” image (see the supplementary material and Ref. 47).

The Cartesian and Miller–Bravais notations were used for the domain wall designation. We consider that the (hkil) wall propagates in the [hkil] direction; thus, we distinguish the (hkil) and (hkil) walls. We also denote the family of walls equivalent to the (hkil) wall within the crystal symmetry (C₃ᵥ) as [hkil].

The typical switching current obtained during the polarization reversal in CLN contains more than 100 BPs (short peaks) separated by the low-current (below 40 µA) regions. The switching charge of all BPs amounts to 85% of the total switching charge, indicating that the fast domain shape transformations after the merging prevail during the polarization reversal. It is necessary to point out that the switching charge of the highest BP is above 10% of the total switching charge.

Analysis of the corresponding kinetic map allows claiming that the most part of the area under the electrode is switched by the motion of the short-lived fast [1170] and superfast [0100] domain walls appearing after the domain merging. It was shown that all the BPs in the switching current corresponded to these merging events representing the transformation of the domain shape from a concave polygon to a convex one. The fraction of the area switched by the motion of the fast and superfast domain walls equals 80%. This value is close to the estimation of the BPs input to the switched charge.

The merging events can be classified by the concave angles appearing after the merging. It is known that the polarization reversal in CLN for the used switching conditions (liquid electrodes and room temperature) leads to the formation and growth of the convex polygonal domains with the slow Y oriented [1170] walls. The domain merging leads to the formation of the polygonal domains with 60° and 120° concave angles only. For the C₃ᵥ symmetry of CLN, all the 60° angles are equivalent, while the 120° angles can be oriented in the Y+ or Y− directions (the angle orientation is defined by the orientation of its bisecting line).

FIG. 1. (a) The shape of the switching current and the waveform of the applied external field. (b) The switching charge calculated by the integration of the switching current. (c) The magnified fragment of the switching current in (a). (d) The kinetic map of the switching process. Red—the regions switched by the motion of the fast and superfast walls appearing after the domain merging. Green—the regions switched by the motion of the slow walls. E = 22.4 kV/mm. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0014220.1

FIG. 2. Two scenarios of the hexagonal domain merging: (a) domains with comparable sizes (shape stability effect) and (b) a large domain with a small one (jerky wall motion effect). Red regions are switched by the motion of the superfast [0100] domain wall, and blue regions are switched by the motion of the fast [1170] domain wall.
Our study of the formation and motion of the fast and superfast domain walls after merging is based on the analogy between the growth of ferroelectric domains and the crystal growth. The growth of an isolated domain being the convex growth is governed by the motion of the slowest domain walls. The merging of convex domains leads to the formation of the concave angles (less than 180° in the direction of the advancing domain front), and the domain shape evolution is governed by the motion of the fastest walls. The type of the domain wall appearing in the given concave angle can be determined as the fastest wall in the corresponding sector of the kinetic Wulff plot, which has been recently reported for CLN. Thus, two types of the domain walls appear after the merging in CLN: (1) the superfast [01T0] wall for 60° and 120° Y+ angles and (2) the fast [1430] wall for 120° Y− angles. The velocity of the superfast walls is about one order of magnitude higher than that of the fast ones.

Two scenarios of the hexagonal domain merging can be distinguished. The first is the merging of the domains with comparable sizes, leading to the fast formation of the large convex hexagonal domain representing the so-called "shape stability effect" [Fig. 2(a)]. The second is the merging of a large domain with a small one, leading to the effective acceleration of one slow wall resulting in the so-called "jerky wall motion effect" [Fig. 2(b)].

For the shape stability effect, two BPs are simultaneously generated after the merging: the short BP and the long BP. The short BP is a result of the switching of the triangular and parallelogram regions by the single superfast domain wall [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. The long BP is a result of the switching of the triangular region by the superfast domain wall and the parallelogram region by the fast one [Figs. 3(f) and 3(g)]. The experimentally observed short and long BPs and the corresponding in situ images of the domain kinetics are presented in Figs. 3(a)–3(h). It is seen that the used imaging temporal resolution is insufficient to extract the positions of the superfast domain walls. During the analysis of the in situ images of the domain kinetics, it was taken into account that the jerky wall motion in CLN resulted in the formation of the wall traces [Figs. 3(a), 3(e), and 3(i)] corresponding to their rest positions.

The simple analysis of the proper parameters of the BPs allows extracting the velocities of the fast and superfast domain walls (see the supplementary material),

\[ V_{sf} = \frac{f_{max}}{8P_s t_{dec} \cos \frac{\pi}{6}} \quad (1) \]

where \( f_{max} \) is the maximum current and \( t_{dec} \) is the decreased time of a fast BP [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)], and \( P_s \) is the spontaneous polarization.

\[ V_f = \frac{f_{dd} \cos (\varphi) \cos \left( \varphi + \frac{\pi}{3} \right)}{4P_s t_{sd} \cos \frac{\pi}{6}} \quad (2) \]

where \( f_{dd} \) and \( f_{sd} \) are the current value and time corresponding to the tilt decrease in slow BP [Figs. 3(g) and 3(h)], respectively, and \( \varphi = 15° \) is the tilt angle of the fast domain wall with respect to the [01T0] plane.

It is necessary to point out that the fitting of the short BPs corresponding to switching by the superfast wall requires deconvolution of the BP shape distorted by the recording system (see the supplementary material). The analysis of the presented BPs allowed obtaining the values of the superfast and fast domain wall velocities (Table I). The limited temporal resolution of the imaging system (200 μs, corresponds to the frame rate 5000 Hz) leads to the underestimation of the superfast domain wall velocity. It is clear that due to a higher temporal resolution (3 μs, corresponds to the analog-to-digital converter recording rate 300 kHz), the values extracted by the BP analysis are more precise than those obtained by the in situ optical imaging (Table I).

The jerky wall motion effect appears as a result of merging when the side of the small hexagonal domain does not touch any vertex of the large one [Fig. 2(b)]. In terms of the kinetic approach to the domain wall motion, as a result of step generation and kink motion, the merging leads to the appearance of two macro-steps (echelons of elementary kinks): the first, with the superfast wall moving in the Y+ direction, and the second, with the fast wall moving in the Y− direction [Figs. 3(j)–3(l)]. The completion of the merging process results in the fast shift of the slow domain wall by the distance \( \Delta x = v_{3a} \) (where \( a \) is the side length of the small domain). The effective average slow wall velocity during this shift equals \( \Delta x / \Delta t \), where \( \Delta t \) is the duration of the gulping event. In the presented result [Figs. 3(i)–3(l)], the effective velocity of the slow wall (about 0.3 m/s) increased by three orders of magnitude as compared with the individual slow wall velocity for \( E = 22.4 \) kV/mm [about 0.5 mm/s (Ref. 51)]. Moreover, the jerky motion event changes the domain shape by shortening the slow wall of the large hexagonal domain by 2a [Fig. 2(b)].

We have shown that the domain merging is a dominating mechanism of the Barkhausen effect during polarization reversal in CLN single crystals. We have revealed and classified the main scenarios of the domain structure evolution in CLN after the domain merging in terms of the appearance and transformation of the short-lived fast and superfast domain walls. We have shown that the domain merging in ferroelectric with the C3m symmetry leads to the formation of three types of the concave angles: 60°, 120° Y+, and 120° Y−. The study of the formation and motion of the fast and superfast domain walls was based on the analogy between the growth of crystals and ferroelectric domains. The orientation of the domain wall appearing in the given concave angle after the domain merging was determined as the fastest wall in the corresponding sector of the kinetic Wulff plot. Two scenarios of the hexagonal domain merging were distinguished. The first scenario is the merging of the domains with comparable sizes, leading to the fast formation of the large convex hexagonal domain representing the so-called shape stability effect. The second scenario is the merging of a large domain with a small one, leading to the effective acceleration of the slow wall resulting in the so-called jerky wall motion effect. The merging of the domains with comparable sizes leads to the appearance of two BPs: the short BP and the long BP. The short BP is a result of sequential switching in the 60° and 120° Y+ concave angles by the motion of the single superfast domain wall. The long BP is a result of switching in the 60° concave angle by the motion of the superfast domain wall followed by switching in the 120° Y− concave angle by the fast wall. The two revealed types of the BPs corresponding to these merging events differ considerably by duration and shape, thus opening the way for solution of the inverse problem—extracting the quantitative information about the domain kinetics by the analysis of the BPs. The analysis of the shapes of short and long BPs has allowed extracting velocities of the fast and superfast walls with accuracy.
outperforming the *in situ* imaging technique. The clearly revealed distinct behavior of the domain structure evolution during the short and long BPs points out on the possibility of the coexistence of different universality classes. The statistical analysis is required to justify this point. The control of the domain merging by the analysis of BPs is applicable for the faceted growth of polygonal domains in any ferroelectric and opens the ways for further development of the periodical poling. The merging of the neighboring stripe domains is the main problem of periodical poling, especially for short periods. Obviously, the merging is realized only by the motion of the fast and superfast walls. Thus, the analysis of BPs allows separating the inputs corresponding to the fast and superfast walls by detecting the merging events. Eventually, this analysis will allow optimizing the poling parameters and improve the quality of obtained periodical domain structures for short-pitch domain patterns.

See the supplementary material for the experimental details and calculation of the fast and superfast domain wall velocities.
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